Outstanding Service to the Department

Awarded for exceptional leadership and outstanding commitment to the mission of the Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry

Jeff Carmichael
Timothy Carroll
Andrew Cook
Samuel Jacob
Aneta Jelowicki
Christopher Kirby
Jacob Lacharity
Veronica Laos
Nicholas Lee
Alexander Lill
Masa Podunavac
Brad Reid
Martin Seifrid
Selena Staun
Brett Yurash
Baoqing Zhou
Phi Lambda Upsilon
National Honorary Chemical Society
Awarded to first year graduate students majoring in chemistry
who rank in the top 20 percent of their class with a
minimum grade-point average of 3.5

Xinpeng Cheng
Jianfei Huang
Adam Levi
Jakkarin Limwongyut
Khanh Nguyen
Jeffrey Self
Eunjae Shim
Jiren Zeng
Graduate Division Central Fellowships
Awarded annually by the Graduate Division to outstanding graduate scholars following a campus-wide competition

Cynthia Cooper
Hongyi Chen
Emre Discekici
Bruce Rickborn – Ross Johnson Graduate Student Fellowship
Awarded to incoming graduate students for their outstanding academic and research records, in honor of Dr. Bruce Rickborn

Bradley Reid
Sandra Lamb Memorial Award
Awarded to an outstanding student for excellence in research, in honor of Sandra Lamb Sanford, Professor of Chemistry (1959-2002)

Nathaniel Charest
Phillip Joshua Chase Mabe Memorial Fellowship

Awarded to a graduate student with great passion and intelligence and an inclination toward isolating practical findings to help others.

This award was established to honor the life of Phillip Joshua Chase Mabe, an organic chemistry doctoral student who tragically passed away in 2014.

Kai Yu
"If there’s a more beautiful campus than this one at the edge of the Pacific, we haven’t seen it," said Newsweek.

Congrats 2016-2017 Grads!
### Doctorate Degrees

**Summer 2016**  
Joseph Alvarado  
Di Kang  
Kaila Mattson  
Danil Smiles  
Youliang Wang  

**Fall 2016**  
Mark Burgers  
Piyatida Klumphu  
Elizabeth Owens  

**Winter 2017**  
Niva Ran  
Neil Eschmann  
Anthony Demartino  
Samuel Collins  
David Fisher  
Katherine Kanipe  
Roscoe Linstadt  

### Spring 2017  
Joshua Buffon  
Peter Damon  
Stephanie Fronk  
Christopher Gabriel  
Max Giammona  
Kota Kaneshige  
Demosthenes Morales  
Zachary Rengert  
Faady Siouri  
David Upham  
Clayton Woodcock  
Kyle Young  

### Master’s Degrees

**Summer 2016**  
Sierra Gordon  
Edward Paul  

**Spring 2017**  
Samuel Boldissar